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Abstract

The team responsible for developing this project starts by considering 
in detail [exactly what workers in Indonesia’s health ¡centres am  usefully 
do (what interventions they can take)  in a particular service area, m  this 
case health, centre child, care. These interventions are being incorporated 
into a  complete, problem oriented illustrated, basic language text of 
health centre child care, This text is to be supported by a variety o f other 
components which include three matched sets of multiple choice questions 
covering its entire field, schedules of assessing the practical perform ance 
of procedures, equipment lists, methods of quality control, ourrioula and 
teaching \aids, <as vigil as guidance on the routine iadministration of the 
services provided mid their initial introduction into ¡a new area. A ll these 
components fit together to form  \a health core package which is defmed 
as ”\an integrated set of components for th\e improvement o f health care 
in a defined service \area [and under specific socio-economic conditions”. 
The hypothesis behind the concept is that the combined effect of the com
ponents is more them {merely additive.
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The child care package. One of the answers to these questions depend 
developing world’s most urgent upon a compound of skilled and in
needs is an improvement in the qua- terested decision making ability, the 
Mty of Sits child care services. This availability of [the large quantity of 
is needed not only because the loss time needed to make som e of them 
of each child is a tragedy to himself effectively, and also upon the neces- 
and his family, but also because sary opportunities for communicati- 
mothers will not limit their families on. The compound of these factors 
until they can be sure that their js a great ¡premium in the deve- 
chilldren are going to survive. Para- loping- world, and lack o f it imposes 
doxically therefore, improved child a severe constraint on improvement 
care may be one of the keys to 0f  services for child care, 
population ¡restraint. However, the The ¡means proposed here to mito 
improvement of child care on a coun- gate ¡this constraint follow from the 
try-wide scale is not easy to achieve, writer’s  previous work in Africa and 
We endeavour to show here that, from a project in which he ils taking 
besides the many intractable social part at the Lembaga Kesehatan Na- 
and economic constraints upon impro- sional in Surabaya. : 
vernent, there is an important tech- Consider, for . eramplc, the task 
nical one which should be possible before the overworked MCH speci- 
to minimise comparatively easUy, alist of a developing country when 
and with good results under certain he tries to up-grade child care in the 
circumstances. ■ ; cl inics for ¡which he is responsible.

The effective administration of If  he is to do this as perfectly as can 
the child care services of a country be, he must first decide exactly what 
rests among other things, upon a diseases his child care workers are 
very large number of detailed tech- to diagnose, how a child is to be exa- 
nical decisions, many of which are mined and treated and with what, 
very time consuming and some of Prom this must follow detailed drug 
which require opportunities for com- and equipment lists. He must then 
munication, such as access to the make out a list of behavioural^ de
literature, or to the knowledge, of fined educational Objectives for his 
other people. They include such de- workers, and write a manual in easi- 
oisions as these. What should toe. our ly comprehensible language, for the- 
objectives in teaching child care to re is unlikely to be a suitable one 
midwives? What is the best kind of available. After this our MCH spe- 
infants iron mixture to put into the ! cialist must see that curricula áre 
medical stores list? What criteria devised together with teaching aids 
can we use to audit the quality of and examinations for the trainees 
child care in our clinics? The right as well as methods of supervising
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and auditing the quality what 
they do. finally, he must establish 
the best ways of organising in-service 
training for his staff, many of whom 
will have been imperfectly trained a 
long time ago.

All this is going to require much 
interested skill and time, and it is 
the comparative scarcity of this 
which is so limiting. Sometimes, 
although the necessary skill may be 
present, i t  is not available, in that 
the tasks we have listed are not con
sidered : worthy of : attention, even 
though they all contribute to the 
standard of care provided. Hence 
some of the reasons why so comple
te a  range of tasks has never been 
completed and why the child! care 
services of the developing countries 
are as they are. However, once the 
required time and skill have been ex
pended for one country, much of the 
product of it  is transferable else
where, and the same ’child care pac
kage’ could be used to great advan
tage in all other ¡countries of the 
same socio-economic pattern, of 
which there are at liéast fifty , 1 with 
the need for only minor modification 
and translation. Needless to ‘say, the 
decision to use such a package is a 
national responsibility, but it would 
bo useful to have a  choice of some 
internationally available prototypes 
for adaptation. In the process of 
such adaptation a package would 
become a national possession.

2. A package âœfvnêd."Such then 
Is the rationale for a health care

package which is defined as ’an inte
grated set of components fo r the 
improvement of health care wider 
specific socio-economic conditions’.

The construction of a package is an 
attempt to define and isolate a par
ticular service area, such as health 
centre child care, and then to do 
everything technically necessary to 
improve services within it. The term 
’service area’ is chosen deliberately 
as including function, level and situ
ation. Needless to  say this isolation 
is largely artificial, because most 
service areas have links with most 
others, but it  is only possible to do 
everything technically ‘necessary in 
a field when its  boundary has been 
carefully defined, • so th at great at
tention can be given to a limited 
area at a 'time, i

The boundaries of a (package de
termine its links or interfaces with 
neighbouring ¡packages, and 1 With 
the rest of a ,service. Thus a child 
care package must be closely related 
to one fciv nutrition, and it should 
also interface with one for laborato
ry methods. Such an arrangement of 
packages is shown in Figure 1. Be
cause i t  might be convenient to  con
sider maternity care and family plan
ning as a single service area for 
package purposes, 'they have been 
shown together in this figure. Be
cause the isolation of a service area 
can never be completely tidy, some 
overlapm ay be nceessaryy in the 
sense that a  worker in child care
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should know how to make use of a 
sample laboratory. , .

A fter t p. service area has been 
chosen and defined the next critical 
step is  t o  consider in detail every 
intervention (action) which is to be 
taken wáithin ilt, complete, where ne
cessary,, to the last physical sign to 
be looked for, or the exact specifi
cation of every mixture to be pres
cribed. Because these interventions 
a r e 1 most usefully considered in 
terms of behaviourally defined edu
cational objectives, they are linked 
together in Figure 2. ,

A detailed manual has then to be 
written round these objectives, so 
that they are described completely. 
The other components which have 
also to be designed include equip
ment lists, curricula, teaching aids, 
examinations for the trainee worker, 
and qu ality , control methods for 
auditing his subsequent performance 
in : service. A package may also need 
to include procedures for recording 
and reporting, guidance for its rou
tine administration, and an account 
of the administrative, steps needed 
to introduce it into a  district for the 
first time. , - , ■ - .

The purpose of a package stems 
from the postulate that, although 
its individual' components are likely 
to i be useful by themselves, their 
combined effect is likely to be more 
thorn merely additive. Thus, a set of 
equipment for child care, or a ma
nual, are of little use alone, but used

together they may be very  valuable. 
Multiple choice questions, for exam
ple, may greatly Stimulate the re
ading of a manual. G reat emphasis 
is placed on the components of a 
package ; being integrated and com
plete. Thus, if a particular item of 
equipment is described in a manual, 
it must be in a government's medical 
stores list. The components , have 
also got to be complete in  the sense 
that a manual on elementary child 
care must include all th a t  a junior 
health worker needs to know .in this 
field. ,

From another point of view, a 
package is an attempt to  deal, not 
with the isolated fragments from 
which services are constructed tech
nically, such as equipment lists or 
manuals, but with 'a larger unit in 
which they are all integrated. Were 
not the word 'system' even more 
overworked than that of 'package', 
i t  might have been used instead. As 
with a system, a package is no less 
a n ; aggregate of dynamic elements 
that are liln some way interconnected 
and interdependant. ,

Although several of the compo
nents of ¡a package can be grouped 
under the heading of 'educational 
technology’, the concept of ¡the pac
kage is wider than this, for it is as 
concerned with selecting and develo
ping what to teach, as how to teach 
it, and with the functioning of a ser
vice as well as forming manpower 
for it. The idea of the package will 
also be seen to embrace those of
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standard technology, and standard 
equipment and methods. Also, it As 
more than merely a kit of equipment, 
or a certain mix of services, such as 
family planning .and maternity care.

It  might be said that the package 
is a new name for an old idea. It 
would be more true to say that insis
tence on the M l development and 
integration o f , the components of a 
package represents the further pro
gress of an existing trend. ’Package 
making’ is thè cbnïpteüion and fitting 
together of the numerous technical 
fragments needed to develop a ser
vice, most of which already exist 
somewhere.s I t f is a way of applying 
existing knowledge. Essentially, pac
kages are assembled ’know - how’, 
but when they are applied, it  may 
be necessary to supply some hard-

perhaps dm the industrial countries 
generally, where there is  such an 
abundance of skills, and such a cho
ice of overlapping ’components’, even 
if they are not necessary integrated 
with one another. ; v

In many developing countries it is 
hardly possible to overstate the se
verity of the technical constraint, 
and the : almost to ta l ! absence of 
most components. In the world 
as a whole if  is probable that 
most auxiliaries are s till . taught by 
dictation, for lack of anything they 
can read, let alone a carefully, ’pac
kage’ . manual j with its  associated 
teaching aids.

How limiting is the technical con
straint in the provision- o f medical 
care? Economic and particularly so
cial constraints may be so serious

ware with them. ^
3. What shall we pack ? Several 

factors determine whether a particu
lar service area might be usefully 
be ’packaged’ in the way described.

How severe is the ’technical con
straint’ in the country in which the 
package is to be used? This is shown 
by lack of the various components. 
Thus a technician with plenty of
books and telephone access to  equi
pment suppliers has no need for an 
entire package for his laboratory, 
although he may be able to make 
use of smaller; packages,, or systems, 
such as those for the ’Aufoanalyser’ 
for example. On the same reasoning 
packages are not likely to be needed 
in well staffed medical schools, or

that even the ’successful’ introducti
on of a package may have little 
effect ojx standards of care, and 
thus on morbidity and mortality. 
Thus, a health centre child care pac
kage might be highly successful in 
increasing the ability of staff to care 
for children, yet if  the administra
tive system cannot supply the neces
sary drugs, there may be little im
provement in levels of care. The 
value of introducing such a package 
may thus be severely mitigated, if 
the supply system is not improved 
at the same time. . ■ '

How many components are nee
ded? A package only exists where 
there are several components toge
ther, so that, if there is no need for
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multipite integrated components, the
re is «o need for a ■ package. For 
example a manual might be useful 
in such a broad service area as, say, 
’public health administration’, but it 
is difficult to see what components 
might be integrated with it to make 
a package.

How readily can the service area 
be defined and isolated? The shar
per th e  boundaries of a service area, 
the easier it will- be to  package. For 
example, the health centre laborato
ry isolates and packs very w é!, child 
care i n . the health centre is more 
difficult to isolate, while ’public 
health nursing’ or ’nursing educati
on’ could only be isolated with great 
difficulty. The dissection of a service 
area into smaller ones proceeds more 
easily along súme planes than others. 
The laboratory, for example,, sepa
rates without difficulty from the 
rest of the work of a health centre, 
but it is less easy to separate nutri
tion from child care, or the care pf 
a mother from that of her child.

How many units of the package 
are going to be needed? This depends 
on the extent to which they can be 
standardised for different countries, 
and the frequency With which they 
are required in a health service. La
boratory services for example leiid 
themselves to standardisation much 
more readily than those for nutriti
on. Packages fpr health centi?es dre 
required in much larger numbers 
than those for medical stores.

74-

In summary then, it is a t the peri
phery of the health services of the 
developing countries, especially whe
re auxiliaries are concerned, that a 
series of interfacing packages would 
be so valuable. The basic health ser
vices could perhaps usefully incor
porate packages for half a dozen 
service areas, but it might not be 
practicable to package everything 
they do. ■- J '■ : -

4. What is  the best size for a  
package? It  would be theoretically 
possible to construct a very large 
package covering the entire work of 
a health centre, to make one for 
MCH only, to  consider child care 
alone or to make many small packa
ges for single procedures, such as 
the use ¡of the weight chart. Big 
packages would he insufficiently fle
xible, and many small ones difficult 
to relate to one another. Even a 
single complete package for MCH 
would be too big to  be made without 
great difficulty, and dt is a service 
area ¡the size of, -say, ’ch id  -care in 
the health centre’, that will probably 
be found to be the most useful. Be
cause the necessary interventions 
have to be described in manuals, the 
best size for one of these is an im
portant factor in ' determining the 
optimum size for a  package.

The proposed use of a package is 
also important in determining its 
boundaries and :ts  Siize.1 For example, 
it ds useful to put the more general 
aspects of nutrition into a package



that caw be used both by health wor
kers and by those in other sectors, 
and. to confine its more clinical as
pects to  one for health workers only.

5. Packages and workers. In the
ory at least ft is customary in for
ming medical manpower to consider 
a category of worker, to write a job 
description for him, and then to go 
oh to educational objectives and cur
ricula. This process is bedevilled by 
the great difficulty of writing useful 
job descriptions when a worker’s 
role may vary so greatly in. different 
situations, by the many kinds of 
worker in some countries, and by 
the failure to integrate a job descri
ption with the components we have 
described here. I t  (i's perhaps for 
•these reasons that such a process is 
so seldom. completed satisfactorily.

The ’package’ method takes a  servi; 
ce area, such as child care din the 
health centre, and provides the techi 
nical basis for training a variety of 
workers in it. The educational com* 
ponents of such a package could be 
used for training monovalent worl 
kers in this field, as well as  • polyva
lent workers such as medical assis'- 
tants or midwives. They would be- pf 
interest to  medical students,- and 
might even be used by community, 
volunteers. Conversely, the traiiÇ'tlg 
of a ; polyvalent worker, Such- asy^ 
midwife, might include ïpackiCgeShsiît 
midwivery, nutrition,  ̂famii®yp^|aj3|: 
ning and child eare-. " %

- WHY PACKAGE

6. Manuals. Much success in me
dicine depends on careful attention 
to detail, and manuals come second 
only to  personal instruction |in their 
potential to collect and transm it this, 
Hence 'the reason why there has re
cently been such an increase of inte
rest in them.

The heart of a package is its ma
nuals, and these must be complete, 
because an auxiliary is unlikely to 
own any other text. The junior staff 
need one kind of .manual, for this 
defines what they shall do, and 
shows them how to  do it. I f  there is 
only a little to be said to their seni
ors, this can be done by addressing 
a final chapter to them. But, where 
th ere . is ■1mucb.) to, he said, as there 
should jbp » â-w l̂L êvdloped packs- 
ge, necessary;
This becomes a ’teacher's..and admi- 
^istg^t(|p, ...gjpdeJ- - or ’companion , to 

fPSclk3ge’, contains such
things ,a s r eq#p^ept- lists,0 quality 
.control procedures,, guidance on tea
ching .methods^ practical exercises, 
a^*sjfaokfc«d .p^ .pf .multiple. choice 
que^oh^, s® ym*.9§ the scores that

.-'Because it'i.s 'tso ’*ndcessary for a 
pianual;'tb -.be supported! by other 
components,’ ’theunpaokaged manual’ 
¡represents' a 'neglected opportunity, 
and there is.,' even Ca' case for saying 
ilfaf' manual's should no longer he 
written ¿for auxiliaries unless they 
are part-q’f  a carefully designed pac
kage.. The ’unpackaged equipment

CHILD CARE ? J Q
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list’ is on occasion a similar anach-
ronism. ......

Manuals for auxiliaries need to be 
in a style that is as dose as possible 
to ’basic English’, or its equivalent 
in other languages. Technical terms 
have to be explained where necessa- 
ly, but it  is not these that defeat 
the reader so much as the size of the 
ordinary vocabulary o f ; say, English, 
French or Spanish, with their wide 
range of near synonyms. ¡Technical
terms apart, it is possible to work 
with as small a vocabulary as 800 
words. Other important matters of
style indude the need for numerous 
illustrations, which should, if  neces
sary, be in cook-strip form, and the 
Careful distinction of ‘11 ’discussion’
from ’method’ for which the impera
tive mood and a different type face 
is required. ' ;

Because the effectiveness of a
package | depends so much on the 
ability of junior staff to read and 
use its manuals, the quality of their 
style and language cannot be suffi
ciently stressed. For brevity, effici
ency, and the ease with which it 
adapts to being written ’basic’ Eng
lish is unusual as a  medium for tech
nical communication. For this reason 
it may be that a  manual which was 
originally written in basic English, 
and is understandable toi an Anglo
phone dresser, may not be usable by 
anyone less educated than a registe
red midwife'when d t has been tran
slated into another ‘language. The

wider use of a package m ay thus be 
severely restricted by the limited 
linguistic' potential of >J some langu
ages, and by the difficulty of obta
ining sufficiently painstaking and 
scholarly translations into them.

It is commonly thought that 
manuals have to be specific to a 
single grade of worker only. But 
this is not invariably so, and by ca
reful’ attention to style and language 
it is possible to cover such a wide 
readership that a  text becomes requ
i r e  reading both for postgraduate 
physicians and dressers (King, 1973)

7. Indices for evaluation. The
ultimate! purpose of a package is to 
reduce morbidity and mortality, but 
to evaluate one routinely by its 
ability to do dhis 'Would i be both 
expensive ; , and ; laborious, ' even 
where it  was possible. Because of 
this limitation, the only way to 
assess the quality of a package 
is to  measure its effect on im
proving the quality of a worker’s 
performance. This is more difficult 
with some packages than with others. 
For example, the quality of a blood 
film, or the ability to examine a pa
thological specimen can be assessed 
comparatively ; easily, but clinical 
packages are more difficult. Never
theless, to define something is to go 
a long way towards being able to 
measure it, and the complete defini
tion of a  pattern of clinical practice 
in the form of a package makes it 
possible to define a number of expli
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cit criteria that can be used to audit 
the process of caring for a patient.

For example, if a package is reco
gnised ; as embodying a  nationally 
accepted standard > of ’good medi
cine’ for its particular circumstances, 
then the routine performance of a 
clinic or a worker can be compared 
with this standard and an index 
obtained for quality of care. Thus, 
if caring fo r  a  child with fever should 
include such Steps as asking his mou
ther i how long he has had his fever, 
or examining his ears, then whether 
or not jthese steps are followed can 
be used to derive the index. Unfor
tunately, most of the conventional 
clinical wisdom has of necessity to 
be taken, for granted in constructing 
a package, and it is not possible to 
investigate more than 'a few critical 
areas of;dim e practice. ( 7 1  -

Some variables which relate, ho
wever indirectly, to the quality of 
care, such as the proportion of the 
list of essential: supplies which are 
actually available in an MCH, clinic, 
can be included in an index that can 
be routinely reported. 1 But, those 
which relate to a clinical interview 
have to be obtained by a trained 
observer who bases his assessment 
on whether the prescribed steps for 
dealing with a  problem are followed 
or not. Such measures are admitted
ly crude, but current practice leaves 
so" much to be desired, : that they 
promise to be useful. '

If  iPod practice depends on the 
application of a carefully defined

body of knowledge, then the grasp of 
this knowledge is likely to influence 
practice. To test this a  package 
should contain matched' sets of mul
tiple choice questions covering its 
entire field.

One of the most important varia
bles in regard to some packages as, 
who benefits from them? With child 
care, for example, it is possible to 
incorporate a ’tracer’ in the package, 
in the form of a weight chart that a 
child’s mother keeps, the assumption 
being that a child possessing a 
weight chart has access to the rest 
of the package.

The careful definition of a  pattern 
of child care in the form of a packa
ge also m akes it  possible to  measure 
other variables which are useful ad
ministratively, ’ such as norms for 
cost per child seen, and output per 
worker. ,

8. Development and research. No 
detail is insignificant if a package is 
for mass use, and this is especially 
important in the improvement of 
existing , technology, hence the up
wardly : pointing arrow in Figure 2,

Thus, if  it Would be useful to  have a 
weighing scale for children with gra
duations on it  th at matched the 
Weight chart used ini the clinics, then 
some manufacturer must be persu
aded to make them. I f  it  would be 
useful to have mixtures for children 
available as dry powders, then these 
tbo m u^ be maxlë;
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The largo scale use of a  package 
also justified such sophisticated but 
marginal activities as the linguistic 
analysis of a text, or the develop
ment of a  special computer program 
to e x tra c t ; indices ; for evaluation 
from the data contained on a clinic’s 
weight chart.

Another benefit to be derived 
from the assembly of a package is 
that iit makes the gaps in a technical 
field more obvious. One that has re
cently come to light is that there 
appears to be no detailed account in 
English, or perhaps in any other 
language, of how an auxiliary should 
examine a  child!

The ordered assembly of existing 
knowledge also highlights the gaps 
in what we know. Thus, while there 
is no need, for example, to test the 
efficiency of polio vaccine, it  would 
be useful to assess the place of my
ringotomy in clinic practice, and to 
evaluate the different ways of ma
naging skin sepsis.

9. The achievement of change.
'The adoption of a package might 
gradually . increase the quality of 
care by improving the competence of 
incoming staff Whose training has 
been based upon, it. But it  is less 
easy to see how a package might 
radically improve services by cha
nging the practice of existing staff 
who have long got into b ad ' ways. 
Service. wide experiments have yet 
to be undertaken, hut it  is expected 
th at several factors are likely to be

78

important in using a package to in
duce change. .

The first is that every action ex
pected of a  package m ust be possi
ble. I t  is postulated th a t for every 
action which is not possible, several 
others jwhich are possible will not be 
done either. Thus if  routine immuni
sation is expected, then a  refrigera
tor in which to store vaccines must, 
if necessary he supplied as  part of 
the package, j The deficiencies of 
many supply systems make this a 
very exacting precondition. '

Maximum use must be made of 
the ability of various components 
to support one another. If  new 
equipment is needed, then this must 
be supplied when a package is in
troduced. Not only must improved 
supplies support' new actions, but 
a reporting system which conta
ins an index of quality of care, 
however imperfect, must be used to 
support it  also. •

A ¡package must be most effective 
in inducing change if introduced into 
a district completely all at once, 
accompanied by the necessary mee
tings and refresher courses, rather 
than piecemeal.

Each health worker must, own his 
manuals, which must be ^pf’high qu
ality, both of content and presenta
tion. ; ^ .

I f  it, list npbHher-)Ci^om|. t^c-dorany- 
additional work such '•as attend or 
give a refresher'■ course; .without a 
financial incentive, -then these must
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also accompany the introduction of 
a package. '

I t  remains to be ¿seen how high a 
level of input in terms of equipment, 
drugs, manuals, teaching aids and 
incentives etc. is necessary to effect 
a significant; change in quality of 
care under particular circumstances.

The relationship between input and 
change may not be linear, and there 
may be a threshold value.

10. Packages and planning. Much 
current jhealth planning ends when, 
say, medical assistants and health 
centres have been counted, costed, 
and projected for into the future.

Much of its weakness lies precisely 
in that it goes no further. The defi
nition of the kinds of package these 
staff are going to use enables the 
health planner to know more exactly 
what they ¡are going to be able to do.

Packages can thus be likened to the 
’fingers on the end of the health 
planning arm’, or to the bricks from 
which health services are ultimately 
built. They define much of the de
tailed ’nitty gritty’ of which these 
services finally consist, and take 
health planning down to the level of 
the laboratory bench, the operating 
table, the health education lesson, 
or just how an auxiliary should exa
mine a child. They thus make it pos
sible to plan '¡health services more 
precisely, and potentially define them 
down to the smallest detail. Indeed,

the te s t  of a package is likely to be 
the quality of its detail.

Health planning has shortcomings 
enough on the macro scale. How 
should resources be spent? or, What 
cadres of staff should be trained ? 
Yet services aré neglected and fail 
more significantly on the micro 
scale. What should an assistant nur
se midwife be taught? What size of 
polythene tube should be Issued to 
the clinic ? How should child care be 
repotted? ¡These are thé very stuff 
of completed packages, and in the 
developing countries more concentra
tion on the details of the micro-level 
is a most necessary balance to the 
generalities of the macro scale. This 
is particularly necessary in public 
health courses, because it is at this 
level that most participants will po
tentially be able to do something.

Health services are not easy to 
define. There are ’health centre ser
vices’, ’well and sick child clinics’ 
and ’under fives clinics’ but it is not 
easy to be sure exactly what they 
do. The complete specification of a 
child welfare clinic, 1 for example, 
down to the last tablet and educati
onal objective, combined with its 
various measurement indices, may 
have some useful secondary effects 
in health planning. By making child 
welfare much more tangible and 
measurable, it may encourage go
vernments to provide it, donor coun
tries to aid iit, a n d ‘perhaps even 
consumers to demand it. '
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11. The place of the package.

One ¡thing is , certain - packages are 
no panacea for bad services. I t  is 
equally certain that nothing else is 
either. They are b u t: one , approach 
among many to good services. Ne
vertheless packages are nicely com
plementary ito the present techniqu
es of macro-planning, 'they minimise 
an important constraint, they are 
directly concerned with the replicati

on of basic know how, they set edu
cational technology in a logical fra
mework, and they are ’grass-roots’ 
and ’poverty-focussed’. They also 
provide an exact way of defining mi
nimum levels of personal health care, 
and even perhaps eventually of hu
man rights to it (King, 1973). Besi
des being comparatively cheap to 
design, they may also in the right 
circumstances, prove to be highly 
effective. '
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